
 

PURPOSE 
To establish appropriate procedures for the use of tactical radio frequencies. 

PROCEDURE 
Determine need for use of tactical frequency 

A. Projected duration of incident, number of apparatus, and number of active incidents will 
determine the need to use tactical frequencies. 

B. Availability of frequencies and the presence of outside agencies on the incident will 
determine the choice of tactical frequencies. 

Safety Considerations and Checklist 

A. The use of tactical frequencies will reduce radio traffic on the dispatch channel during 
multiple incidents. 

B. Be certain all units operating on scene are notified of change to tactical frequency. 
Operational Guidelines 

A. The use of tactical radio frequencies will be determined by the Incident Commander or 
Shift Commander. 

B. Incidents involving only Bend units will operate on TAC5 by default. Additional tactical 
channels may be requested by the IC thru dispatch, and in the case of multiple incidents 
dispatch will coordinate tac channels between agencies. 

C. All apparatus will remain on primary dispatch frequency until the IC or Shift Commander 
has ordered the use of a tactical frequency. 

D. When IC orders the use of a tactical frequency all apparatus assigned to the incident 
will acknowledge and switch to the tactical frequency. 

E. All apparatus will notify dispatch of arrival by MDC or on primary dispatch frequency 
then return to assigned tactical frequency. 

F. With the exception of the IC, the scan function shall be disabled immediately after 
notifying dispatch of arrival. 

G. Units will return to primary dispatch frequency when ordered by IC or when demobilized 
from incident. 

H. The Central Oregon Fire Operations Group (COFOG) will annually review a 
communication plan (Com Plan) for Central Oregon Agencies.  The com plan will be the 
SOG for all agencies to follow for dispatch and tactical applications.  Deschutes County 
Dispatch will be the keeper and be lead on updating the com plan. 

I. Attach current Com Plan here 
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